
	

Guess the Item 

How to play the game: 

Each member of the team selects a side or end of the table to sand next to, on each side/end will 
be three bags with items inside. They and only they can feel through the bag and must identify the 
item inside by feel alone. 


One team member stands on each side/end of the table, three bags of items will be on the table 
on each side/end. Each team member is given 2mins to feel their bags and identify the items 
inside, each bag is numbered and the team members tell the helper what their guess is and the 
helper will write it on the answer sheet next to each bags number. Members are only allowed to 
feel their bags during their allocated time, they must not touch the bags at any other times. 


Equipment: 

Table and 2 chairs 

12 numbered bags of items with closed ends

Answer sheet for each team

Pens x4 for team members

Clipboard and pens for scorers

Answer legend for scoring


Tips for Helpers: 

Tell the team members to pick a side or end to stand at, during the 8mins of play time ensure they 
know that they each have 2mins to feel their three bags and guess the answers, they need to tell 
you what they think is in each bag and you write it on the answer sheet. Each bag is numbered 
and the answers need to be written on the answer sheet next to the bags number. Make sure the 
teams know that they are not to touch the bags unless it is their allocated time slot. 


Reset the table for each next team by making sure that none of the items have been removed 
from bags and that they are in place. 


Arrange the table so that bags 1,2 & 3 are together, 4,5 & 6 together etc and then have the 
member stand at bags 1,2 & 3 go first and so on so that you are helped to write their answers 
down in numerical order on the answer sheet. 


When finished mark their answers against the answer legend. 


If a team only has three members each member has four bags and 2mins 30sec each. 




	

Answer legend  

Score 2 points for each correct answer. Total available points = 24


Junior/Senior Items Mini Items 

1 Rein 1 Over reach boot 

2 Pelham bit 2 Thermometer 

3 Heart Bar shoe 3 Sweat scraper 

4 Hat silk 4 Brushing boot 

5 Stock pin 5 Lead rope 

6 Buffer 6 Baseball cap 

7 Running martingale 7 Gloves 

8 Fly mask 8 Haynet

9 Bag of plaiting bands 9 Head collar 

10 Tail bandage (rolled up) 10 Rubber curry comb 

11 Stirrup leather 11 Feed stirrer 

12 Fetlock boot 12 Caverson noseband 



	

Guess the Item


Answer sheet for Mini Competitors 


Branch/Centre: ___________________________  Team Number:_____________


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Total_____/24
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